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✓ Fiber Bragg Grating sensors are accurate and adequate for use when measuring strains on the tendon surface.
✓ Image processing algorithm has shown a good performanceto measure displacements, i.e. strain andcan be usedin many other

mechanical essays.
× Limitationsof the outcomesat very high displacements (forces over1200N) dueto the tendon slippingin the grip during the trials:

difficulties to attach the soft tissueto the jaws.
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Summary FBGs have shown a great potentialon measuring both hard and soft tissue strain. Followingthelatter applicationsof these optical sensors,
thisessayaimsto characterize the structural propertiesof the tendinous tissueby obtaining the stress-strain curves and Young modulusof a
beef Achilles tendon through tensile tests.In orderto validate the results obtained with the FBGs,anadditional image technique was used
to measure the tendon extension, i.e. strain,by processing a video recorded during the trials.

Materials

Background and motivation
Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBG) are optical sensors recorded within the coreof a standard, single-
mode optical fiber using spatially-varying patternsof intenseUV laser light. Commonly, FBG
work as a sensor and transmitting elementfor physical parameters, suchasstrain.
Becauseof their advantages over conventional strain sensors -low size ( 0,15 mm diameter),
inertness and biocompatibility among others- these optical sensors are currently being consolidated
asone ofthe most suitable optionsfor bothin vivo andin vitro biological sensing applications.

• Beef Achilles tendon. Almost uniform and elliptical cross section with area:A=133.5 mm2.
• Mechanical test systemto apply a vertical and constant displacementon the topof the tendon.
• FBG interrogator (Micron Optics®SM130) to acquire data.
• Camerato record the trials.
• Matlab®to process data.

Figure 3. Image processing system validation: comparison of elongation results of the 
whole tendon obtained with the mechanical machine and using the video recordings. 

Table 1. Young modulus obtained with the different techniques 
after 5 trials. Imagen analysis and FBGs present similar results.

- The designed algorithmto process the images showed accurate elongation measurements,
asFigure 3 depicts. Thus, imagen analysisin the middle partof the tendon was later used
to reliably validate the tendon surface strain obtainedby FBG sensors.

- Image studies and FBGs exhibit closely related outcomes,bothcomparing the the stress-
strain curves (see Figure 4) and Young modulus (see Table 1). The differences are related
to the tiny strain variations observed with the videos recordings.

- Mechanical test system data depicts a lower Young modulus, probably dueto the error
committedatvery high displacements becauseof the tendon slippingin the grips.

METHOD

Methodology

Acquisitionof stress-strain curves and Young modulus using the mechanical test system, video recordings and FBG
data.

1st: The displacement betweenthe mechanical system jaws was obtained both directly, usingthe traction trials
results fromthe mechanical system, and indirectly, through the video recordings (estimating the distance between
jaws)in orderto ensure the video analysis accuracy.

2nd: FBGs strain measurements from the middle partof the tendon were compared with the image strains obtained
by measuringto trademarksin the same region.

Objective

Table 1. Young Modulus  
E (MPa) Technique Measured  

region 
Mechanical 
system 

Between jaws: 
entire tendon 

445±48 

Image analysis  Middle part 
(region of 
interest) 

557±102 
FBGs 565±91 

 

 Assessing the tendon surface strains 
using FBG sensors in traction trials.

 Developing new imaging processing
tools to measure displacements.

Figure 4. Stress-strain curves. Measurements of surface strain  in the region of interest. 
Assessment of  the reliability of the FBG outcomes using the image processing 

algorithm.

Figure 2. Displacement measured 
using the image analysis algorithm. 

Figure 1. Experimental set-up.
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